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I t  may be observed, that in some of these experiments the water 
must have been employed to disadvantagel and-that, b~y increasing 
the height of the water much further than the above hmit% in the 
same machine, we could not expect to produce proportionate aug- 
ment.ations of the fm'ce of the blast: for if a certain quantity of water~ 
runmng with a certain velocity through the choak, be supposed to fill 
the bore of the l)ipt~, a less quantity, with a less velocity, must leave 
a vacancy, which will sutrt.l: part df the air to escape; and a greater 
quantity, with a grealer vcl.citv, most have some part of it spent 
ineffectually, for want of sutfici'cnt r~,om to spread. Some experi- 
ments, to be mentioned hereafter, attbrd a cleat' proof of this. 

EN(?,LISII P A T E N T S .  

Jlccount and l)escrilltb)J~ ~?j" S. ~V. V~'~m wt" s Patent i'lIuchinc~ and 
P,'occ~,~'J~r ll'addng aml Blcuchi,~'. 

BY this apparatus, the several processes of washing, cleansing, 
bleaching, and drying~ are almost wholly effected by the simple 
agency of high pressure steam, without the goods being submitted to 
rubbing, so injurious to most fabrics, but especially to those of fine 
texture. The steam is made not only to act a chemical part in the 
several operations, but by its expansive force to perform a mechani- 
cal one also; to fill, to discharge, and to re-fill at  pleasure, a series 
of vessels with the fluids required in the successive processes; and 
all these changes are effected, without any other manual aid~ but 
the occasional turning of a few stop-cocks. 

The accompanying diagram, must be considered as illustrative of 
only one eligible mode of performing the operations, as the form and 
disposition oF the vessels, and other parts of the apparatus, may be 
varied according to circumstances. By this arrangement, the goods 
to be cleansed, or bleached, are first packed closely into a conical 
vessel, through which steam is, ['or a while, caused to pass; the steam 
is next made to force an alkaline solution thr~:ugh the goods, in order 
to remove the impurities, or colouring matter~ (which operation is 
repeated as often as may be judged exped~ent;) hot water Is then 
impelled through the goods, to remove all the alkaline matter; ulti- 
ma'tely, steam of a high pressure is tbrced through to expel the water; 
the goods are, by this last operation, left laca,'ly in a dry state, and 
perfectly clean. A subsequent process, that ~*f introducing blasts 
el' eohl air through the good% may also be employed, by which their 
whiteness will be further improved. 

A, is a copper vessel, formed as the frustrum of a con% at the 
lower part  of which is a perforated false bottom or grating~ and 
below thls, the real bottom~ from whence a pipe descends. The cot- 
ton, linen~ or other articles to be operated upon~ having been pre- 
viously soaked in water and rubbed over with soap, are to be closely 
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packed in this vessel, the lid of which is then to be screwed down 
and rendered steam tight at the junction. In the diagram,~his coni- 
cal vessel is shown, surrounded by a jacket, to in'event the radiation 
of the heat, but this addition, tim patentee &~es not consider to be 
absolutely necessary. B is a vessel (which is also of copper, as welt 

as the other vessels and tubes represented,) containing soap anti wa- 
ter, or the usual alkaline solutions of pearl-ash, soda, &c.~ C is a 
pipe leading fi'om a steam boiler, through which is introduced steam, 

at has been raised to a pressure of 50 lbs. upon the inch, which is 
at first to be gradually admitted into the apparatus, by partially 
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mg the alkaline solution. The pressure of the steam upon the sur- 
face of the liquid in this vessel, will now cause it to descend through 
the pipe E, into the vessel A, and herein, the steam continuing to 
press, will three the alkaline liquhl through the goods~ saturating 
every part, and carrying dirt and other impurities; to the bottom~ 
the liquid passing otl'thr()ugh the pipe F, into the receiver G, under- 
neath. 

"I'm 13ressure of ste'un is next emnloved to re-till the vessel B, 
. t , • . ' f "  ~ i . J  . 

wflh the discharged alkahnc hquor; |or tins purpose, the cocks~ b, c, 
d, e, are to be closed, and the cocksfand g to be opened; the steam 
will now pass down the pipe 1I, and ope'rate with its full pressure 
upon G, thereby f.rcing the liquid up the pipe I I, again into B; 
from wlmnce it is tbrced ~l~ilill thcough the goods in the vessel A, 
repeating the operation as often as it may be found necessary, in 
order to perfectly cleanse them; the numbe'r of times it will require, 
will depend upon their degree of foulness, &c. which can only be 
determined by experience: for the ordinary washing of body lineny 
twenty times have been found sulticient. 

llaving now removed all the dirt and other impurities fl'om the 
articles operated upon, the next process is that of rinsing, which is 
etti~cted by- closing the cocks, b, e, d, e,f ,  g, and opening those at i, 
k, and h, when the steam from C, passes up the pipe K, into the 
vessel L, which is filled with clean hot water~ the full pressure of 
the steam being now transferred to the surface of the hot water~ lbrees 
it through the pipe M, and through the goods in the conical vessel 
A, carrying away the alkaline and other impm'ities through the pipe 
N, into the vessel O. The hot liquor in O, is now to be returned i-'n-to 
L, by i, k, h, and opening those at l and m, when the steam passes 
d,,wn lhe pipe P, and forces the liquor contained in O, 'up:thepipe 
Q Q; again into L, for the renewal of the operation, this par~ of'the 
process being also repeated as often as may be deemed desirable, 
which will depend upon the condition of the goods. • 

The washing and rinsing having been performed, dry-in~ tbi'ms the 
next part of tim process, which is elt'ected by closing all the  cocks 
except those at a d c, and allo~ ing steam at a reduced pressure to 
pass direct fi'om c into the vessel A again, by which all the water is 
driven out fi'om the goods, leaving them in nearly a dry stat% the 
steam passing off'through the pipe F, and escaping at I~. In thi,a 
part of the process it is necessary to ol)serve that steam should not 
be emph)yed at a greater I)vessure than '20 lb~. to tim inch, and that 
iis action shouhl not be l~r,Jlongcd bc),ond the time. required fovdriv 
mg off the water. 

Vor tlie bleaching ot' piece !.~md% i~ Jlct~ ~1' 11~(, circular-sided yes. 
sol A, the patentee vccmmnel~d.~ m,.' wiih stva }~ I sides, with il~ 
al'e;t (liminlshiu~ &swr~w,mts: b~ ihb; ~c-;~'l tim- ~;ood~, ' m~ving beeu 
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carefuRy fohh:d, ar~ to be packed dosel~ tog.c.ther, and, in addition 
to the steaming and washing by means ol alkahne solutions: currents 
of cohl air, produced by a blowing machine, are to be admitted 
through the pipe S, which it is said greatly assists in whitening the 
fabric. [Register of .qrts. 

Description of the Diving .~?pparatus, patented by W. H. JA~ES, Esq. 

A vmtY ingenious attempt has been made by Mr. W. H. James, 
to construct a diving apparatus that will enable the wearer to de- 
scend to the bottom of deep water, arid remain there for half an hour, 
or more, to execute a variety of important operations, altogether 
impracticable without it: such as the recovery of sunken property; 
the obtaining of coral and pearls; building under water, &c. For 
some of these purposes the diving bell has of late years been em- 
ployed, but as the workmen who descend can only carry on their 
work within its narrow limits, their operations are very much re- 
stricted. To overcome this inconvenience and give a more extended 
range to the actions of the diver, so as to render them more eiihc- 
tire and useful~ has been the object of Mr. James, in his invention, 
which has recently become the subject of patent right. 

The diver is attired with a portable vessel, (placed around and 
adapted to the figure of his body,) which is fil[e~l ' with condensed at- 
mospheric air, and by means of a simple arrangement of pipes and 
judiciously constructed valves, he is enabled to supply himself with 
fresh air for respiration during the time he is under the water. 

I t  must be obvious that an apparatus on these principles will ad- 
mit of considerable variations in the construction, whiclghave there- 
fore been contemplated by the patentee in his specification; we re- 
strict the description to one of the forms, and its mode of operation. 

The accompanying engraving ~ives a front view of the diver, fully 
equipped with the apparatus, anti represents him as en~a~ed in re- 
covering from a wreck, at the bottom of the sea. ~ o 
• A is the vessel to contain the condensed air, which is to be titled 

by means of a condensing air pump; it consists of a series of strong 
metallic tubes~ or one continuous tube~ coiled elliptically round the 
body, and connected together by bands, to which straps are attached 
to secure it in its position. Ata is  a valve opening in~'ardly, through 
which the air is to be forced by a condensin~ pump, until it has ac- 
quired the desired degree of density; or the~-essel may be filled, by 
attaching to the valve a,'a reservoir already filled with condm~sed 
air, and allowing it to flow through the same until the pressure be- 
comes equalised. The de~ree of density required will of course be 
determined by the time it'~s proposed for the (liver to remain under 
water. (With a vessel of the'magnitude exhibited, thirty atmo- 
spheres are considered sufficient for an hour's consumption.) B is 
a tube made of caoutchouc (or Indian-rubber) for conveying the air 
into the water-tight helmet C, by means of h valve so ~ontrived as 
to be under the complete and easy control of the diver. Tim helmet 


